
Falling for Gnomes Table Runner
by Andi Metz

A - 12” 14234 Diagonal Fall Plaid- Russet
B - 22” 14236 Leafy Fall Fun- Black
C - 22” Backing 14235 Allover Fall Gnomes- Black

Cut (3) 12”  x 12” squares of A 
Cut (2) 10.5” x 10.5”  squares of B
Cut (4) 2.5” Strips of B for binding (straight grain)
Cut (2) 10.5” x 25.5” pieces of C
Trace and cut out (3) leaf appliques out of B
Cut (6) 2” x 6 pieces of excess fabric for napkin rings and 6 3/4” buttons if desired
8.5 x 11” of Heat and Bond for applique
Pellon 988 - Choose one: 1.5 yards for a full piece  Cut (1) 10.5” x 50.5” OR 
                5/8 yard for 2 pieces sewn together  Cut (2) 10.5” x 25.5”   May leave a bump

Table Runner
1. Apply Heat and Bond to leaves. Applique leaves to red squares - A.
2. Trim squares to 10.5” x 10.5”.
3. Sew squares together as shown above.
4. Right sides together, Sew short ends backing pieces together to create the 10.5’ x 50.5” backing.
5. If you have 2 pieces of Pellon sew short ends together to create the long backing piece of Pellon. Place Pellon in 
between front and back.
6. Right sides together, sew your binding pieces on the short ends. With wrong sides together, fold in half 
lengthwise and press.  Pin raw edge around tablerunner, making sure to correctly pin the corners. Sew around 
tablerunner, tucking in the edge when you’ve sewn all the way around. Fold over binding to the other side and 
(hand) sew binding.

Napkin Ring - optional
7. Fold 2’ x 6” piece lengthwise 
8. Sew aound edge leaving a short end open for turning.
9. Turn, press and sew closed
10. Sew a 3/4” button hole 1/2” in from edge. Sew on a 3/4” button
      Repeat for remaining napkin rings



Cut out each leaf and trace 
to excess of Fabric B for 
applique.


